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SCENE #1 

NARRATOR: 

The story you are about to see is taken from a beautifully             

illustrated book, call “The Crossing” by Jack Levin. In his          

book, Levin tells about the speech Abraham Lincoln gave to the           

New Jersey Senate in 1861. Lincoln had read the story about           

Washington’s Crossing of the Delaware River as a young boy and           

never forgot the epic Battle of Trenton that changed American          

history. 

 

 

ABRAHAM LINCOLN:  

I remember from back in my childhood, the earliest days that I            

could read. I got hold of a small book, one that many of you              

have never seen, titled Weem’s ‘Life of Washington’ 

 

I remember all the accounts of the battlefields and struggles          

for the liberties of the country, but none of them captured my            

imagination like the struggle at Trenton, New Jersey. The         

crossing of the river, the contest with the Hessians, the great           

hardships endured at the time, all fixed themselves on my memory           

more than any other revolutionary event. These dramatic early         

impressions last longer than anything else you read. 

 

I remembered thinking --What did all those men want so badly           

that it made them struggle so fiercely for victory. 

 

[Lincoln exits stage quietly]  
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SCENE #2 

 

NARRATOR: 

General George Washington was forced to retreat with his Army,          

all the way from New York, across the Delaware River and into            

Pennsylvania. Washington’s Army suffered terribly! A British       

officer even reported that “...Many of the Rebels who were          

killed were without shoes and pants, and several were only in           

their linen underclothes!” 

 

The British decided not to cross the Delaware River in pursuit           

of Washington’ Continental Army, but instead, rest in Trenton,         

New Jersey for the Christmas holiday. 

 

 

GEORGE WASHINGTON: 

Retreat! Retreat! 

 

[Short fighting scene, then the Americans are chased across         

the stage by the British and hastily cross the Delaware to           

safety. The British walk proudly to the center of the          

stage, celebrating loudly. The Americans exit frantically,       

wounded and limping.] 
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SCENE #3 

NARRATOR:  

The Americans are utterly demoralized. General Washington       

orders the reading of Thomas Paine’ Common Sense pamphlet. 

 

THOMAS PAINE:  

These are the times that try men’s souls. The summer soldier and            

the sunshine patriot, in this crisis will shrink from service of           

his country, but he that stands now deserves the love and thanks            

of man and woman. Tyranny, like the Devil, is not easily           

conquered, yet we have this consolation with us: The harder the           

conflict, the more glorious the triumph! 

 

NARRATOR: 

General Washington is so upset about the condition of his men,           

he writes to his brother John saying, “I think the game is            

pretty near up...You cannot even imagine the difficulty of my          

situation. No man, I believe, ever had a greater choice of           

difficulties and even less means to free himself of them.” 

 

Washington walks away from the camp, goes down on one knee and            

prays to God for protection of his country, the lives of his men             

and the cause of liberty from the shackles of tyranny. 

 

[George Washington walks off by himself, kneels on one         

knee, bows his head and prays.] 
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SCENE #4 

 

NARRATOR: 

The Hessians join the British soldiers. They are mercenary         

soldiers -meaning they are paid to fight and have no real           

loyalty to anyone, except to the buyer of their fighting          

service. They are battle-strong, ruthless soldiers. The       

British and Hessian troops have fallen asleep in town of          

Trenton, because they had spent all of Christmas Day at a wild            

party.  

 

On the other side of the Delaware River, General Washington          

rallies one last time with his tattered army. They are preparing           

to cross the Delaware River in small boats. 

 

General Washington’s orders are NO TALKING, NO CURSING, NO         

SMOKING, just ABSOLUTE SILENCE as the Continental Army prepares         

a surprise attack. They push through and around the huge blocks           

of ice in the river. The weather is bitterly cold, with driving            

wind and sleet. The Army disembarks from the boats and begin           

their advance on the town of Trenton.  

 

[The British and Hessians fall asleep on the ground] 

[The Americans cross the river & sneak up on the Hessians] 

[A Hessian discovers them and shouts...] 

 

HESSIAN SOLDIER: 

Der Feind! Heraus! Heraus!  [German accent] 

 

[Hessians stagger and stumble over one another, unable to         

form their ranks] 

 

AMERICANS SOLDIERS: 
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Victory or Death! Victory of Death! 

 

SCENE #5 

 

NARRATOR: 

Colonel Rall is mortally wounded and the Hessians surrender.         

The Americans round them up and take them prisoner. Many          

Hessians were killed or taken prisoner, but not one American          

soldier died that day.  

 

As was the custom of the day, when an army was defeated, the             

leader of that army must hand his sword to the victor’s leader.            

Colonel Rall surrenders his sword to General Washington. 

  

[Rall is brought to Washington to surrender his sword. The          

Americans cheer at the surrendering of the sword] 

 

The victory at Trenton was a turning point in the American           

Revolutionary War. The colonists were proud of this victory         

Their patriotism soared to new heights and went on to win their            

independence from the British. The news of their victory         

traveled around the world They were no longer referred to as           

“the colonists” 

  

Now, they were simply referred to as...the Americans. 
 

[Entire casts moves into one line beside the Narrator] 

[Entire casts recites the American Creed] 

[Entire casts bows] 

 

THE END 
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